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By Dr. Barbara Gulbranson

mate. The first major
step is to open your
heart and soul to applying these spiritual
principles and decide
that as a child of God
you are lovable and
It doesn’t have to be worthy of love right
that way. Each one of now.
come back to you
you can have your
with that energy mulOne for At- tiplied. The result?
soul mate by next Step
Valentine’s Day, or tracting Your Soul
Conditions in your
sooner, by applying Mate.
life and your experipowerful
spiritual
principles in your Step One on the path ences. Not only that,
daily life. If I mani- of true love is to use but your words have
fested my soul mate affirmations. You may a vibration.
17 years ago, you can be saying “I already
know this.” “What’s Negative words and
too.
the secret here?” The phrases carry a lower
If you’ve tried eve- secret is to remem- vibration and positive
rything that our high- ber why affirmations words and phrases
carry a higher vibratech world has to of- work.
fer in the dating arena
tion.
and it hasn’t worked, When you have a
don’t give up. Your thought and / or when So you can see that
soul mate is looking you speak, your words affirmations are much
and thoughts go out more than positive
for you right now.
into the Universe and thinking; they are
I am going to reveal collect like energy. powerful attractors of
the five secrets to They keep attracting what you want, and
manifesting your soul energy and then
don’t want, in your
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On Its Way!

Valentine’s Day is
coming up, and many
people
who don’t
have a life partner
feel depressed, lonely
and even hopeless.

life. Examples of affir- and say them like
mations for attracting you mean it. Keep in
a soul mate include: mind that the words
Love and God are
Love is my divine some of the most
birthright, and I claim powerful words you
it now.
can use to attract
love, joy and peace
I give and receive into your life.
love fully.
Step Two For AtI release the past and tracting Your Soul
let love flow into my Mate.
life.
The next powerful
Add your own affir- step in attracting your
mations to this list
soul mate is to raise

your vibration. The
key to finding true
love is to keep that
vibration high. We
operate on a frequency and when our vibration rises, we are
more attuned to the
spiritual realm.
Article continued on
page...3.
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Manifest Your Soul Mate In Five
Powerful Steps
By Dr. Barbara Gulbranson
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Continued from the vibration include:
front page.
Spending time in naWe can more clearly ture.
hear, see and feel the
and
angels
and celes- Meditating
tial beings who will praying daily.
whisper instructions
in your ear or your Avoiding red meat
heart to follow to and including more
unite with your soul vegetarian meals in
your diet. If you do
mate.
eat read meat, bless it
Please listen to these and try organic.
instructions as they
will come more fre- Increasing alkaline
quently as you live a foods. Eat 80% alkamore spiritual life.
line and 20% acidic
(meat, starches and
When you live from processed foods are
this quickened state, acidic). Alkaline foods
you are a magnet for include
vegetables,
love because you ra- whole grains, fruits,
diate peace, love and green drinks, etc.
joy and an energy
that your soul mate Playing music. Ancannot resist!
gels love the sounds
Tips for raising your of sweet music.

Adorning
your The third secret is to
home and office with use Positive Prayer
plants and flowers. daily. You can master
this powerful spiritual
Broad-leafed plants practice and manifest
transmute
negative not only the love of
energy and angels your life but the life
and elementals love that you love!
flowers.
This type of prayer
Being in service to always works; it’s
others. Self-less ser- guaranteed. If you
vice is a powerful at- want to learn how to
tractor of love. Why? do this type of prayer,
Because when you see
give love, you also
radiate love.
“The Power
of
Prayer” starting on
Living in gratitude.
page 51 of
How
to Attract Your Soul
Dancing and playing Mate:
with abandon.
Eliminating negative The Secrets of Lastspeech.
ing Love, or contact
a local New Thought
Step Three For At- church to enroll in
tracting Your Soul a Science of Mind
Mate.
class.

in” because he was
Be careful not to drawn to it for an unoutline when using known reason.
Positive Prayer. That
means we don’t tell Your soul mate can
God how, we just set be on the other ends
the intention and start of the Earth, and you
the Law of Attraction don’t have to worry
about how to meet
working.
him or her.
Spirit will work out
do
Positive
the details for us. Just
When I met my hus- Prayer daily, and
band Jeff 19 years Spirit will guide you
ago, I did my Posi- along the way.
tive Prayer and had
no idea where I would Step Four for Atmeet my soul mate.
tracting Your Soul
Mate.
Jeff was drawn to
move into the apart- Article continued on
ment next door to me page...6.
that was being used as
a storage unit.
He told the apartment
manager to “clean
it out. I’m moving
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Geoffrey White Has Been
Playing 5-String Banjo
Since The Age Of 11
www.thegoodnewsnp.com.au

By Geoffrey White

He was first
inspired
while listening to the great
banjo player Pete Seeger
on a vinyl record in his
parents ‘s home in Franklin Michigan in 1965.

patience,
persistence
strong hands (and patient
neighbors)
to actually
get that special rhythmic
sound that people love.

The WIN of someone beGeoffrey still has the orig- ing able to produce that
inal vinyl record.
tune in one or two lesson
blocks is my win.
Since then Geoffrey has
toured the world play- Seeing that “heels-kick”
ing and teaching in North moment makes me smile
America’ Europe, the UK, ....it’s great fun and if you
Asia, Central
America want to lift a crowd off
and Australia where he their feet or just enjoy a
moved with his family in tune to relax after a hard
1986.
day, then he’s the one to
show you how.
His many students rave
about his passion for mu- Text 0434 544 181
sic and his success minded approach to playing.
for lessons at The Artists
Student remark, “what a
pleasure it is to learn from
Geoffrey”.
Geoffrey says “I discovered the biggest barrier
people had in learning
was the amount of time it
takes to actually get a tune
happening.
Banjo is NOT an easy instrument to learn...it takes

Group in Leichhhardt.”

Welcome To The Start Of Your
“Banjo Journey”
You have started on a
wonderful journey of
discovery. In your first
block of lessons you will
begin with the basics.
By basics we mean the
fundementals of hand
positions, picking patterns, timing and rythm.
Some student travelers
take longer than others.
Be patient and practice
well.

will travel well. The road Lesson 5:
Assessments, review of
begins...Start!!
picking patterns, rhythm
and timing.
Lesson Block 1.
Introductions, hand posiabove lesson
tions and basic picking In the
block you will be intropatterns.
duced to your first tune
whether it is three-finger
Lesson 2:
scruggs style or DropHand positions, progress, thumb Mountain 2 finger.
more picking patterns,
Depending on your pracprogress.
tice and determination
you should be making
Assessment.
some progress towards
playing your first tune
Lesson 3:
with a reasonable degree
Progress in picking tec- of confidence.
niques.

Once you have mastered
these basics you will
have laid the foundations of your musical
road. From there you can
choose to travel alone or
Lesson 4:
with a guide.

Listen, watch and learn Rhythm, timing & profrom your guide and you gress assessment.
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What The World Needs Now Is
Givers & Healers
© Derek White January 2018

https://www.globalhealingcenter.com/about
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Manifest Your Soul Mate in Five
Powerful Steps
By Dr. Barbara Gulbranson

Continued
page...3

from

Step Four for Attracting Your Soul
Mate.
The secret’s out. Mental visualization is
a powerful attractor
of what you want to
manifest in your life.
See yourself happy
and with your soul
mate (but please no
particular person in
mind).
Visualize a joyous relationship and power
your prayers with the
vision in your mind’s
eye. Soon it will move
from your mind’s eye
to being visible before
you.
Step Five for Attracting Your Soul Mate.
Forgiveness is the
fifth step for attracting true love. As we
hold onto grudges or
resentments, we simply cannot move on to
a healthy, conscious
relationship. One of
the main blocks in
finding true love is
failure to forgive. I’ve
seen people hold onto
to grudges for over 50
years and they are not
any happier for it.
Why is forgiveness
a key to finding your
soul mate? Because
forgiveness creates a
shift in energy. It sets
you free. What happened happened, and
we can’t change it.

Pictures thanks to www.pixabay.com

creases as your inability
to forgive
increases because you
have not let go and
resolved past issues.
Hanging onto the past
will block your future.
This doesn’t mean you
have to love the person who hurt you, but
it does mean that you
accept the gift and the
healing from the situation and deepen your
connection with God.

But you can transform
the energy Dr. Ernest Holmes
around it. Your abil- tells us, “the Universe
ity for happiness de- holds nothing against

us; we can’t hold any- love that is already
thing against anyone within you waiting to
be revealed in greater
else.”
ways.
Discover the Love
Use these steps and
That Awaits You.
Finding
your soul discover for yourself
mate is all about giv- love beyond what you
ing and receiving love. ever imagined.
These five easy, but
powerful steps, lift The Divine Lover
your vibration to great- beckons you to forer heights and open give, release, love,
the door for love and and live in the higher
light to stream into vibratory states.
your heart space.
In doing so, you will
Your heart is expand- find love in your pering right now. Just by sonal
relationships
your intention alone, and from celestial beyou
are attracting ings greater than you
love into you life - ever imagined.

Barbara Gulbranson is
a spiritual coach, author, angel practitioner, speaker and New
Thought minister.
She is spiritual leader
and founder of Live
Your Joy Institute,
a non-profit church
without walls and a
faculty member of the
University of Attraction.
Her critically acclaimed books, Live
Your Joy: How to
Awaken From Spiritual Slumber,” and How
to Attract Your Soul

Mate: The Secrets of
Lasting Love,” are
changing the lives of
thousands of people
around the world.
For more about the
author’s books and
classes and for free
gifts such as downloads, book study
guides and the free
Joy newsletter, visit
http://www.liveyourjoy.org.
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If You Want No More Pain, Fly,
Drive Or Catch The Train To
Burwood Back
Everything Is
Pain
Connected, So
If One Thing
Is Out Of
Alignment,
It Could
Likely Affect
Something Else.

www.burwoodbackpain.com.au 02 9744 7693
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Quote Of The Week!

see how you can apply it to make your and other
people’s lives better.
“Become a powerful magnet for love, happiness, family,
money and career satisfaction by really, really letting
go of all your past upsets and then replace all the
negatives with daily, thriving, positive affirmations to
accept all the good things into your life”
© Derek White January 2018.

Pictures thanks to www.pixabay.com
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By Dan Blanchard
We can break the cycle. We can be that big
strong oak in our family tree that everyone
looks up to. We can be
the one who changed it
all for the better.

this! We can make a
difference! We can dig
our new roots down
and in and sprout new
branches of success up
and out everywhere.
And that’s a fact!

We can be our present
family and future family’s hero! But, first,
here is the challenging
part:

So, how do we get to
this awesome place in
our future if we don’t
even know that we are
doing something that is
presently derailing us?

We first must figure
out what we want to
change.
Sometimes,
some of the changes
that we will want to
make will be obvious,
and other times it won’t
be so easy.
If we come from families where there is a cycle of abuse, distrust,
and other equally negative things, hopefully
we can see beyond the
chaos and choose better.
However, sometimes
we are so deeply rooted
in our family’s ways
that we can’t see the
forest for the trees. Unfortunately, we may
have never learned that
there is a better way.
We have to find a way
to see beyond our own
circumstances, and get
past any indignation
we might have of life
being unfair.

Well, one way is to read
about winners and then
look around for winners to befriend. Next,
look for what they do,
that we don’t do yet.
Now teens, go learn,
lead, and lay the way
to a better world for all
of us. Remember that
we can break the cycle and lay the path for
a new and better way.
And once again, thanks
in advance for all that
you do, and all that you
will do...

Pictures thanks to www.pixabay.com

Award-winning author,
speaker, and educator
Dan Blanchard wants
you to break the negative family cycle. Your
future family deserves
better!

For more great tips
from Dan please visit
his website at: http://
www.DanBlanchard.
net. Thanks.
Article Source: http://
This is necessary if we EzineArticles.com/
are ever going to have a expert/Daniel_Blanchance at breaking that chard/1785050
negative cycle. Trust
me. Learning to do this
is for our own good,
our present family’s
good, and the good of
our future family.
It’s just a good thing
to do. And we can do
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Question? How Is It Possible
For Many Millions Of People
To Pay Off Their Mortgages
20+ Years Early?
Answer: Join The Wealth For The Workers’ Team For Free Then Use The
Leverage Of All The Working People Working Together Buying Their
E.Book Product Package To Help Each Other Pay Off Their Mortgages.

https://thegoodnewsnp.com.au/wealth-for-the-workers/
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Why Fun Learning Makes
Happy Families
By Vicki Doyle

I am a retired HS
physics and science
teacher and I am also
the proud grandmother of 11 grandchildren.

rooms, tunnels and
hidden drawers in the
walls, staircase, and
fireplace.
My
grandchildren
stayed in that room
for over an hour looking for clues. There
are costumes available for several of the
exhibits, so my little sleuths decided to
wear trench coats and
fedoras!

My
husband and
I love to take our
grandchildren on trips
and this year we took
6 of the younger children (5-8 yrs) on a trip
to San Antonio. Since
my husband and I are
both teachers, we like
to include something
fun, but educational Spy Academy includon our trip.
ed a finger-printing
station, a police phoIt was a particularly to station, plus secret
hot and humid day, codes that they had to
so we chose to take decipher.
the kids to the new
DoSeum that had just They were so enopened. The DoSeum gaged by the activiis a huge, 5.5 acre ties in the Spy Acadmagical facility full emy section, I was not
of everything science sure we would even
and much, much more see the rest of the muall for a reasonable seum that day! What
price with season tick- fascinated me about
et options available.
this room was that it
was so quiet!
If you’ve never been,
I highly recommend Most of the kids (and
it!
their parents) were
thinking about their
The
minute we next clue. There was
walked through the no talk. They were
doors, I was ecstatic in the hunt searching
to see all of the cool for that solution to
“sciencey” learning the mystery and their
toys and exhibits eve- faces all showed comrywhere! I was even plete
determination
more ecstatic to see to get the job done. It
the happy families was awesome to see
playing with those their problem-solving
cool learning toys!
skills in action!
The first area we entered was the section
marked “Spy Academy.” This section allows the kids to “play
detective” and solve
clues to find secret

There is something
about learning and
play. Research tells
us that children learn
the best by playing
and using their imagination to solve prob-

lems. I know that. I’m Kids and parents were
a teacher. I’ve read the both engaged in using
research.
their brains, solving
problems and building
But as I watched the memories. Everyone
many parents and was smiling!
children in that museum that day learn It reminded me of my
the same concepts I youth learning how
taught in my physics to garden with my
class, I thought to grandmother and how
myself, I am looking to sew with my momat the way families both lifetime skills
have probably con- and happy memories
nected for thousands that will stay with me
of years.
forever!
Parents and grandparents taught survival
skills or traditions
that ensured family success. Playing is
learning, and learning
makes people happy
and connects families!

Nowadays, life is so
hectic, and young parents or grandparents
spend much of their
would-be quality time
commuting or working.
I thought about how

hard it is to incorporate fun learning
into the day at home.
This day at the museum with our grandchildren was a special time. It made me
grateful for having
grown up in “slower”
times and it made me
grateful for being able
to share in the learning experience with
my grandchildren. I
give the day an A++!
Learning together is
fun! When I retired I
decided that I would
offer quality educational and learning
toys in my store! I love
to build robots and
ramps and do all kind
of fun science things
with my grandchil-

dren, so I carry those
items in my store. Fun
times! Check out our
store at
http://www.atomandevie.
com

Make awesome memories today! Vicki
Doyle
Article
Source:
http://EzineArticles.
com/expert/Vicki_
Doyle/2444586
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“Can You Stand And Fight Or Do You Just Run?”

Rhett Junker

Let Rhett Junker Founder,
Fight Rite Gym teach you
how to stand and fight
back against the bullies of
life...
Rhett has been Training
in the Martial Arts for 37
years, now teaching for
over 20 years. Rhett originally began training in
Judo at age 10 but soon
moved on to Tae Kwon Do
which he stayed with until
he was 17. At 17 he joined

the
Australian Regular
Army and after basic training was posted to Melbourne. After searching
the entire city Rhett found
Mr. Bob Jones, the Founder of Zen Do Kai, who he
began to train with and 30
years later is still a student
of and Chief Instructor for
Zen Do Kai in NSW.

Pictures thanks to www.pixabay.com

http://www.fightrite.com.au
Contact Us:

1st Floor Cnr Sunnyholt and Tattersall Roads
Blacktown NSW 2148
02 9831 4407 (+61 2 9831 4407)
0419 915 509 (+61 419 915 509)
General enquires: info@fightrite.com.au
Rhett: rhett@fightrite.com.au
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Book Summary: “The
Knight In Rusty Armor”
www.thegoodnewsnp.com.au

By Robert Fisher

The book, written 30 years ago, includes a Forward
which sums it up nicely: This is a lighthearted tale
of a desperate knight in search of his true self. His
journey reflects our own - filled with hope and despair, belief and disillusionment, laughter and tears.
Anyone who has ever struggled with the meaning of life and love will discover profound wisdom and truth as this delightful fantasy unfolds.
“The Knight” is an experience that will expand your
mind, touch your heart, and nourish your soul.
By Kevin Brimhall
The
knight
was faced with
a
dilemma
when his wife
threatened to
take their son
and leave if he
wouldn’t take
off his armor
(so she could
see who he really was).

This book was recommended to me by a
fellow business coach
who frequently utilizes it when working
with his clients. It is a
short read, but I recommend that you not
read it too quickly, as
you might miss some
of the superb lessons
and insights that are
packed into it.
Here is a summary of
the story, including
some of its key points
and lessons (from my
perspective):
Chapter 1 - The
Knight’s Dilemma.
Although he thought
of himself as a good,
kind, and loving man
(e.g., he fought foes

who were bad, mean
and hateful; he slew
dragons; and he rescued fair damsels in
distress), he wanted
to be the number one
knight in the kingdom
and so he was never
satisfied.
Unfortunately, he neglected his wife and
son because he was
either away on a crusade or preoccupied
with his knight business when he was
home.
He had become so
enamored with his
armor that he wore
it constantly around
their castle (even to
dinner and to bed)
and it began to become his sole identity.

had been looking for
Merlin and was lost
for months, Merlin
corrected him saying
“All your life” (that
he has been lost).

The knight responded
that he hadn’t come
all this way to be insulted, but Merlin
commented that “Perhaps you have always
Not wanting taken the truth to be
to lose his fam- an insult.”
ily, he went
to remove his The knight was now
helmet but it upset and wanted to
didn’t budge.
leave, but the weight
of the armor had made
When the local black- him too weak to climb
smith couldn’t remove back on his horse and
it either, the knight ride away.
knew he had to search
for help in other Merlin said that this
lands, in the form of was
fortunate beMerlin the Magician. cause “A person cannot
run and also
Chapter 2 - In Mer- learn. He must stay
lin’s Woods.
in one place for a
while.”
The knight searched
the woods for months Merlin then told the
looking for Merlin, knight that he was not
but without success.
born with the armor
and the reason he had
He was losing his put it on in the first
hope and self-confi- place was because he
dence when he finally was so afraid.
found Merlin sitting
in the woods, sur- The knight responded
rounded by animals that he wore the arof the forest. When mor for protection and
the knight said that he “to prove that I was a

good, kind, and loving
knight.” “If you really
were good, kind, and
loving, why did you
have to prove it?”
Merlin asked.

rid of his armor. This
new path, the Path
of Truth, looked narrow and steep to the
knight, and although
he wasn’t sure it was
worth the climb, he
The
knight then knew he needed to try
asked “Why do you it.
always
answer a
question with another Merlin agreed, sayquestion?” to which ing “Your decision to
Merlin replied “And take an unknown trail
why do you always while
encumbered
seek the answers to with heavy armor
your questions from takes courage.” When
others?”
Merlin
mentioned

Chapter 3 - The Path that at the top of the
of Truth.
Path there would be
three castles blocking
Merlin
sent the his way, the knight
knight on his way became
excited,
down a new path, saying eagerly that
saying that “People “There will be a prinare often unaware of cess inside each casthe path they are on” tle, and...article conand reminding him tinued on page...16
Page 13
of his purpose: to get
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Do You Want To Discover The Blueprint
That Can Help Turn Your Passion Into
$1 Million?

Please Click on the picture below to
watch the video of Robert Kiyosaki
Talking About The Circle Of Profit
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By Robert Fisher

Continued
page...13.

from have a long conversation, during
which the king
I’ll slay the drag- speaks words of
on guarding her wisdom such as:
and rescue -” “One can’t reBut Merlin inter- ally see until one
rupted him, say- u n d e r s t a n d s . ”
ing “There will “Most of us are
be no princesses trapped
within
in any of these our armor.” “Becastles. You have ing quiet is more
to learn to save than not talking.”
yourself first.”
“Everybody understands
cruMerlin
contin- sades, but very
ued. “The first few understand
castle is named truth.”
Silence; the second, Knowledge; After the king deand the third, Will parts, the knight
and Daring. Once spends
(what
you enter them, turns out to be) a
you will find your very long time in
way out only after silence, contemyou have learned plating who he is
what you are there and how to find
to learn.”
the hidden door
(of
enlightenThe
knight ment) that would
sensed that this lead him to the
journey was go- next part of his
ing to be much journey.
more
difficult
than a crusade and Exhausted from
Merlin
agreed, the deep explorasaying “There is tion of himself,
a different battle the knight evento be fought on tually falls into a
the Path of Truth. deep sleep, awakThe fight will be ening outside of
learning to love the castle. It is
yourself.”
there that he discovers that his
Chapter 4 - The helmet has fallen
Castle of Silence. away!
After many perils, the knight
finds and enters
The Castle of Silence, only to
discover that the
king of his home
kingdom is there,
working on his
own
self-discovery. The two

Chapter 5 - The
Castle of Knowledge.
Back on the Path
of Truth, the
knight walks all
day before coming to the Castle
of
Knowledge
and finding an

inscription on the
wall, which read:
Knowledge is the
light by which
you shall find
your way.
And then another
that read: Have
you
mistaken
need for love?
As he sat awhile
and contemplated
these readings, it
dawned on him
that he’d needed
the love of his
wife and son (and
all of the damsels
he had rescued)
because he didn’t
love himself.
And if he didn’t
love himself, he
couldn’t
really
love others. As
the knight admitted
this to
himself, Merlin
the Magician appeared and told
him that “You
have discovered
a great truth. You
can love others
only to the extent that you love
yourself.”
Continued
page...19.
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Half Page Advertising
With Full Colour $25 plus
gst Per Week ($27.50)

Quarter Page Advertising
With Full Colour $12.50 plus
gst Per Week
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= $6.25 plus gst Per Week ($6.87)
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By Robert Fisher

Article
continued self-knowledge could
from page 16.
kill the
Dragon of
Fear and Doubt, beThe knight also came cause self-knowledge
to understand that his is truth and truth is
ambition for becom- mightier than the
ing the best knight in sword.
the land might have
led him astray.
With his new-found
knowledge that he
Merlin
wondered was born good, kind,
aloud if the knight and loving, and that
had been so busy try- he didn’t need to
ing to become, that he prove anything to ancouldn’t enjoy just yone, he realized that
being.
he didn’t have to feel
fear and doubt. The
Merlin
said
that dragon was only an
“Ambition that comes illusion.
from the mind can
get you [material rich- Mustering up all his
es]. However, only courage, the knight
ambition that comes marched toward the
from the heart can dragon, chanting to
also bring happiness.” himself “Fear and
doubt are illusions.”
When the knight
pledged that, from that The dragon threw gimoment on, his ambi- gantic flames at the
tion would come from knight, but none set
the heart, he magically fire to him. The dragfound himself back on became smaller
on the Path of Truth... and smaller until it
and the armor on his was no bigger than a
arms and legs had fall- frog, and then began
en away.
spitting small seeds at
the knight.
Chapter 6 - The Castle of Will and Dar- But these seeds - the
ing.
Seeds of Doubt - didn’t
stop the knight either.
The next day, the He had conquered the
knight arrived at the dragon who said in
drawbridge to the a small voice to the
Castle of Will and knight “I’ll be back
Daring. When he was again and again to
halfway across, a stand in your way”...
huge, fire-breathing and then the dragon
dragon lumbered out vanished.
who was aptly named
the Dragon of Fear Self-knowledge had
and Doubt.
killed the Dragon of
Fear and Doubt, and
The
knight was the knight thought
frightened, however, that nothing could
he recalled that Mer- stop him now.
lin once said that
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The Final Chap- He did know that he
ter - The Summit of was clinging to the
jagged rocks, so to
Truth
know the unknown,
To complete this part he felt that he needed
of his
journey of to let go, even if the
self-discovery,
the fall might kill him.
knight needed to climb Trusting in “life, the
over sharp rocks on force, the universe,
his way to the Sum- God - whatever you
mit of Truth. Near the want to call it,” the
top and blocking his knight let go and
path, he found a huge plunged down.
boulder with an inscription chiseled on During his fall, the
knight released his
it:
guilt, judgments, and
accepting
Though this universe excuses,
I own, I possess not full responsibility for
a thing, for I cannot his life. And he was
know the unknown if now unafraid.
to the known I cling.
As an unfamiliar
He was no longer calm overtook him,
certain of all of the he found himself risthings he thought he ing back up and then
knew about himself: standing on top of
such as his identify, the mountain. “He’d
his beliefs, and his let go of all that he’d
feared and all he had
judgments.
known and possessed.

His
willingness to
embrace the unknown
had set him free. Now
the universe was his
to experience and enjoy.” He cried tears
of joy which melted
away the last of his
armor. He smiled
through the tears, unaware that a radiant,
new light shone from
him.
The Beginning.
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